
JORDAN
~ The 45-Minutes Country

No of PAX: 50



Overview
• Jordan, an Arab nation on the east bank of the Jordan River, is defined by ancient monuments, nature 

reserves and seaside resorts

• Jordan is strategically located at the crossroads of Asia, Africa and Europe.

• Jordan is bordered by Saudi Arabia to the south and the east, Iraq to the north-east, Syria to the north and 
Israel and the Palestinian West Bank to the west.

• Three stable kingdoms emerged there at the end of the Bronze Age: Ammon, Moab and Edom. Later rulers 
include the Nabataean Kingdom, the Roman Empire, and the Ottoman Empire.

• Jordan is classified as a country of "high human development" with an "upper middle income" economy. 
The Jordanian economy, one of the smallest economies in the region, is attractive to foreign investors based 
upon a skilled workforce.

• Jordan is a major tourist destination, also attract medical tourism because of well developed health sector.



Fast Facts

• Jordan is a relatively small, semi-arid, almost landlocked country with an area of 89,342 km2

• Jordan has population numbering 10 million, making it the 11th-most populous Arab country.

• Amman is the capital city of Jordan. 

• Other Major Cities:

• Amman : Cosmopolitan

• Dead Sea : Leisure

• Petra : Historic

• Wadi Rum : Adventure

• Aqaba : Water Sports

• Islam is the religion of 95% of Jordan Population

• Arabic and English is the major Language used in Jordan

• Jordan is 03 Hours 30 Minutes behind of India Standard Time.

• 01 JOD  =  100 INR



• One can visit Jordan throughout the year depending upon there interest.

• June, July and August are usually rainless and daily temperatures can reach 40°C and above

• September, October and November temperature finally starts to cool down to bearable levels, it also rains in some 
parts of Jordan.

• December, January and February temperature is fairly cold with 5-10°C and 70 percent of the average rainfall in the 
country falls during this period.

• March, April and May temperature stays between 10 to 20°C with wildflower emerges and valleys are green.

Best Time to Visit



Connectivity

Amman Onward Return

Hubs Air Line Dep Arrival Duration Stops Air Line Dep Arrival Duration Stops

Mumbai Emirates 501/901 4:15 9:40 8H 55M
1H 55M halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 904/504 17:10 8:25 11H 45M

5H 55M halt in 
Dubai

Delhi Emirates 513/901 4:10 9:40 9H 00M
1H 25M halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 904/510 17:10 8:55 12H 15M

6H 20M Halt in 
Dubai

Chennai Emirates 543/901 3:30 9:40 9H 40M
1H 40M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 904/544 17:10 8:15 11H 35M

4H 50M Halt in 
Dubai

Bangalore Emirates 569/901 4:20 9:40 8H 50M
1H 10M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 904/564 17:10 4:10 12H 10M

5H 40M Halt in 
Dubai

Hyderabad Emirates 525/901 4:10 9:40 9H 00M
1H 20M Halt in 

Dubai
Emirates 904/526 17:10 8:25 11H 45M

5H 30M Halt in 
Dubai

NOTE:
• Average cost per person INR 42,000/-. 
• The above costs are indicative and subject to availability at the time of confirmation.

Air Connectivity from India:
• Emirates
• Air Arabia

• Gulf Air
• Oman Air

• Etihad Airways
• Qatar Airways

• Kuwait Airways



Amman

Dead Sea

• Amman, the capital and the largest city of Jordan and the 
country's economic, political and cultural centre.

• It is a modern city with numerous ancient ruins. 

• It is considered to be among the most modernized Arab cities and 
a major tourist destination.

• The only City in Jordan to have Indian Restaurants

• The Dead Sea is a salt lake bordered by Jordan to the east and 
Israel and the West Bank to the west. 

• It’s surface and shores are 430.5 metres below sea level, Earth's 
lowest elevation on land.

• It is world’s saltiest water body - 9.6 times as salty as the ocean 
and has a density of 1.24 kg/litre, which makes swimming 
difficult and gives a magical experience of floating.

• This salinity makes for a harsh environment in which plants and 
animals cannot flourish, hence its name.

City to Visit



Petra

Wadi Rum

• Petra originally known as Raqmu is a historical and 
archaeological city in southern Jordan and it’s most valuable 
treasure.

• Access to the city is through a 1.2 km long Gorge called the Siq, 
which leads directly to the Khazneh.

• Petra is also called the 'Rose City' because of the colour of the 
stone from which it is carved. It has been a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site since 1985 and now the New Seventh Wonder of the 
World.

• Wadi Rum also known as the Valley of Moon, a UNESCO world 
heritage site. 

• It is a Valley Cut into the Sandstone and Granite Rock in southern 
Jordan. 

• It is the largest Wadi in Jordan and one of the world’s most 
outstanding landscapes. 

• A place where you can enjoy the scenic beauty and experience 
Bedouin life by ride camels and following the footsteps of 
Lawrence of Arabia and climb the high peaks.



Aqaba

• Aqaba is the only coastal city in Jordan and situated on the Red 
Sea the southernmost Jordan.

• It is famous for exquisite coral reefs making it a divers paradise.

• The city is administered by the Aqaba Special Economic Zone 
Authority, which has turned Aqaba into a low-tax, duty-free city.



Amman



The Citadel

Roman Theatre

• The Amman Citadel is a historical site at the center of downtown 
Amman also the highest point in old Amman.

• The major building at the Citadel site are Temple of Hercules, a 
Byzantine church and the Umayyad Palace. 

• An evening Gala Dinner can be arranged at the Citadel with 
Candlelight setup overlooking night view of the Amman City.

• Amman's Roman Theatre is 2nd-century Roman theatre and a 
famous landmark in the Jordanian capital.

• The large and steeply raked structure could seat about 6,000 
people: built into the hillside, it was oriented north to keep the 
sun off the spectators.

• It was divided into three horizontal sections (diazomata). Side 
entrances (paradoi) existed at ground level, one leading to the 
orchestra and the other to the stage.

Places to Visit



The Royal Automobile Museum

The Royal Tank Museum

• The Royal Automobile Museum was established in 2003 upon 
King Abdullah’s wish located in Amman.

• The museum showcases a rare collection of Jordan's vehicles 
ranging from Hussein bin Ali's cars that came to Amman in 1916 
to modern sports cars.

• The museum is able to host private events related to automobiles 
with up to 350 people.

• The Royal Tank Museum is a military museum located in Amman.

• It is the first of its kind in the Arab world, and one of the largest 
historical tanks’ museums and one of the most diverse in the 
world.

• It includes about 110 Jordanian, Arab and foreign tanks and 
armored vehicles including original, restored and rare collections, 
displayed in chronological order.

• A large part of which is American and British-made, in addition to 
a hall dedicated to the local military industries and Much of the 
museum's space has for Jordan's heritage military. 



Suggested Hotels – St. Regis 5*

• Embracing the sophistication and timeless heritage of the world-famous St. Regis New York, The St.
Regis Amman  is now an established landmark in Jordan's capital city. Showcasing a picture-perfect 
5th Circle location in the  upscale district of Abdoun, we're moments from a wealth of noteworthy
attractions in Amman.

• From the azure waters of the Red Sea to the sculpted rose stones of Petra, our 258 hotel rooms, 
suites and  serviced apartments capture the essence of luxury, with refined decor, top-quality 
amenities and asophisticated  butler service for guests seeking a bespoke travel itinerary here in
Jordan.

• Plan your stay at The St. Regis Amman to explore a new definition of luxury.



Grand Hyatt 5*
• Grand Hyatt Amman is the perfect place for those who appreciate luxury and refinement, the 

Grand Hyatt  Amman evokesthe golden age of luxury travel.

• This luxurious address overlooks the sprawling metropolis that is the heart of Amman’s financial and
diplomatic  district. Grand Hyatt Amman offers some of the most generously proportioned and elegantly 
renovated guest  rooms in a contemporarysetting.

• With 311 guest rooms, including 16 suites for added privacy and ideally suited to entertaining, the Grand

Hyatt

• Amman offer guests truly Jordanian experience with its tastefully designed local touches.



Movenpick 5*

• Stay at Mövenpick Hotel Amman to benefit from a great location, excellent food and wonderful Jordanian 
hospitality. Our  modern 14-floor Amman skyscraperhotel is in the dynamic, commercial hub of Jordan’s
capital – close to shopping malls and  attractions, 15 minutes to downtown and 35 minutes from Queen Alia 
International Airport having 218 rooms and suites

Best known for:

• Close to Amman malls and attractions

• Exquisite and diverse gastronomy across four restaurants, bars and lounges

• 8 state-of-the-art meetingrooms and grand ballroom for 1200 people.

• Perfect venues for weddings • Outdoor pool, health club and spa



Crowne Plaza 5*

• Overlooking the "white city" of Amman, the convenientlysituated Crowne Plaza Amman hotel is an 

acclaimed

• destination for business trips and family visits to Jordan with 169 rooms

• The renowned Citadel and the National Archaeological Museum are less than a 20-minute drive

from the

• Amman’s Crowne Plaza hotel. Queen Alia International Airport is less than 34 km away.



Intercontinental 5*

• An iconic landmark in bustling Amman, InterContinental Jordan Hotel offers cosmopolitan 
amenities with a Middle Eastern  touch, from light-filled rooms, vibrant furnishings and sweeping 
architecture to International cuisines, Spa facilities, a  selection of beautiful spaces suitable for 
different occasions, along with magnificent views.

• Located atop one of the seven hills of Amman, the hotel attracts International clientele from all 
over the world who enjoy  its close proximity to the city center.

• In total, there are 286 rooms at InterContinental Jordan.



Dead Sea



• The minute your feet and legs are in the water you feel as if they 
are being pushed up and as you go deeper you feel your body 
become lighter and more buoyant. Just lay back and allow your 
body to float in the Dead Sea.

• This is a relaxing experience, relieving you of stress and 
allowing your whole body to just rest.

• The mud wrap therapy + swimming in the sea water rich with 
minerals + the sun + the healthy atmosphere at - 380 meters 
under the level, all of the above helps cure joint ailments 
superficial back aches and skin problems.

Dead Sea Experience



Suggested Hotels - Kempinski Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea 5*

• Situated on the edge of the famous salt lake, 434 below sea level and close to Jordan’s top
attractions, Kempinski  Hotel Ishtar Dead Sea is a brilliant ode to the hanging gardens of Babel, 
featuring a private sandy beach and a 5  star luxury spa that provides luxury experiences infused
with Dead Sea rich minerals.

• 345 rooms, suites and Royal villas located in three luxurious enclaves set amidst gardens dotted

with lagoons,  waterfalls and swimming pools, provide you with absolute privacy by the Dead Sea.

• Surely there is no region on earth where nature and history have more wonderfully conspired,
where so exciting drama has obtained a so beautiful theatre.



Movenpick, Dead Sea 5*

• The luxury Mövenpick Resort & Spa Dead Sea is found in a traditional village setting nestled 
amongst lush gardens. The resort  is set on the northern shores of the Dead Sea, at the lowest 
point on earth. With your well-being and balance in mind, this  resort is an oasis of tranquillity, 
with 346 rooms and suites

Best known for:

• Genuine Arabic village resort

• 6,000 sq. m (1.5 acres) Zara Spa

• 8 hectares (20 acres) of lush gardens

• Renowned for meetings/conferences

• 9 in and outdoor restaurants/bars



Crowne Plaza Resort and Spa 5*

• The Crowne Plaza Jordan Dead Sea Resort & Spa offers 420 guestrooms and suites beautifully  
appointed and furnished to meet the highest standards, providing superior luxury and exclusive  
services.

• Prepare to feel pampered, whether floating in the buoyant waters off the longest private dead sea  
beach or you can soak up the sun by the Lake, a 5,500sqm pool fringed by tall palms



Petra



Petra Treasury

• The spectacular sandstone city of Petra was built in the 3rd 
century BC by the Nabataeans, who carved palaces, temples, 
tombs, storerooms and stables from the soft stone cliffs and today 
is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

• The way to the hidden city of Petra is through Siq or canyon which 
is about 1.2 Kms with its narrow vertical walls is a magical walk 
towards the treasury. 

• Once crossed the Siq one can see the Monastery, Treasury 
Theatre, Urn Tomb and Royal Tomb, etc. 

• To cross the Siq visitors have to walk, ride on horse-backs or 
donkey-back and reach the Treasury

• And the best way to explore the complete Petra city is by walking.

• By night starting by 8:30 PM to 10:00 PM, Experience Authentic  
Bedouin Music and 18,00 Thousand of candles guide visitors 
through the Siq to the main square where the Treasury on every 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. 

Places to visit



• Little Petra, also known as Siq al-Barid is an archaeological site 
located north of Petra and Like Petra, it is a Nabataean site, with 
buildings carved into the walls of the sandstone canyons.

• It is named Little Petra due to the similarities with Petra and 
can be converted into an evening banquet or reception with 
illuminated facades combining with Arabic Music and under 
thousands of stars.

• Most of the 5 Stars Hotel can arrange cantering at Little Petra.

Outside Venues

Little Petra



Suggested Hotels - The Mövenpick Resort 5*

• The Mövenpick Resort Petra is located directly at the entrance to the historic Jordanian city of 
Petra. This resort with an oriental  flair features an exciting combination of natural stone, 
handcrafted wood and Middle Eastern fabrics and textures.

• With 183 rooms and suites plus a wide variety of restaurants for your culinary cravings, the
Mövenpick Resort Petra will certainly provide long lasting memories. 

Best known for:

• Closest resort to Rose-Red City/ Petra

• Scenic valley views of Wadi Mousa

• 7 dining options

• Meeting facilities for events/incentives



Marriott Petra 5*

• Enjoy one of the Seven Wonders of the World, the ancient Nabatean city of Petra carved from the 
rock over a thousand years ago.  Embracing traditional hospitality and overlooking Jordan's 
timeless wonder, the Petra Marriott Hotel offers anticipatory &  traditional service designed to 
exceed all expectations. The hotel is a haven for comfort and luxury. Almost all the spacious rooms  
have spectacular views of thevalley.

• In total, there are 100 rooms at Petra Marriott Hotel.



Wadi Rum



The Nabatean Temple

Burdah Rock Bridge

Wadi Rum Desert

Khazali Canyon 

Places to visit



ATV Ride

Camel or Horse Riding

Jeep Tour (4x4)

Hiking and Trekking

Activities to do



Microlighting

Stargazing

Hot Air Balloon

Journey through 1916



• No visit to Wadi Rum would be complete with out a camping 
experience. 

• You can choose between a traditional Bedouin experience 
inside the reserve. 

• A typical stay at a camp includes a traditional meal such as Zarb
– meat and vegetables cooked in an underground ‘oven’, with 
Henna Painters, Fortune Tellers, Belly Dancers and Fold Dance 
Group.

• Some of the tourist camps also offer a show of a Bedouin 
Wedding ceremony usually with a lot of audience participation.

Traditional Bedouin Camp Stay



• Luxury Bubble Camps are a unique experience at the desert of 
Wadi Rum for those who would like to spend the night under 
the stars.

• The tents are sut up in such a way that the top of the bubble 
give a clear visit of the sky and are perfect for stargazing while 
relaxing on the bed.

• Some text are also given a similar look like the movie Martin, 
which was shoot in Wadi Rum. 

Luxury Bubble Camp Stay



Luxury Camps - Suncity Camp 5*

• In the heart of Wadi Rum’s majestic desert, stands the incredible Sun City Camp offering 
serenity and spiritual  soothing experience of living in the desert and enjoying the simple 
Bedouin life of the valley with its unmatched  authentic charm and beauty.

• Such an experience is featured through variety of high standard services, amenities, and 
accommodation options to  choose from alongside a wide range of relaxing and adventurous 
recreational activities

• Total number to tents: 60



Water Sports 

Banana Ride

Glass Bottom Boat

Jet Ski

Sailing



Day Excursions



• The Ruined city of Jerash used to be a town within itself but 
now only a Historic monument and Roam Site. 

• Jerash also known as the “City of Pillars’. 

• Its famous for its dancing pillars or swinging pillars. 

• Jerash is a 40 Minutes Drive from Amman.

Jerash

Video



• Jordan River is a 251 KM Long river in the middle east that 
flows  roughly north to south through the Sea of Galilee and on 
the Dead Sea. 

• The river holds major significance in Judaism and Christianity 
since the Bible says that the Israelites crossed it into the 
Promised Land and that Jesus of Nazareth was baptized by John 
the Baptist in it.

• The Baptism site is 20 minutes drive from Dead Sea Resorts and 
45 minutes from  Amman city.

Jordan River

Video



• Madaba is the place where the art of Mosaic was originated. 

• Mosaic is the art of collating colored stones and form pictures.

• The Madaba Map or Madaba Mosaic Map which became a part 
of the mosaic flooring in the early Byzantine church of Saint 
George in Madaba.

• Madaba Town is 45 Minutes away from Amman or Dead Sea.

• Learn and create your own art piece of Mosaic at Madaba 
Institute for Mosaic Art.

Madaba 



• Mt. Nebo is an elevated ridge of the Abarim, approx. 710 meters 
above sea level.

• It overlooks the Dead Sea, Jordan River Valley, Jericho and hills 
of Jerusalem.

• The Serpentine Cross stands in Mt. Nebo later become the 
symbol of the Pharmaceutical Industry.

• Mt. Nebo is 10 minutes drive from Madaba.

Mount Nebo 



Suggested Itinerary and Cost Implications



Day 01

• Arrive at Queen Alia International Airport.

• Lunch at Indian Restaurant 

• Relax and enjoy

• Gala Dinner at the hotel

• Overnight at Amman

Suggested Itinerary- 01



Day 02

• Breakfast at the Hotel

• Proceed to Petra by day tour

• Lunch at the Local Restaurant

• Proceed to Wadi Rum and enjoy 2 Hrs Bedouin Jeep Tour

• Proceed back to Amman

• Dinner at the hotel

• Overnight in Dead Sea



Day 03

• Breakfast at the Hotel

• Proceed for Amman City Tour

• Lunch at the Local Restaurant

• Excursion to Jerash City

• Dinner at the Hotel

• Overnight at Amman



Day 04

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Check out of the hotel

• Shopping at Amman

• Transfer to Queen Alia International Airport



Cost Implication

Hotels Landmark Hotel Amman 

Occupancy Single Double

Ground Handling INR 63,100 INR 52,515

Flights INR 42,000 INR 42,000

Grand Total INR 1,05,100 INR 94,515



Day 01

• Arrive at Queen Alia International Airport.

• Transfer to Petra 

• Relax and enjoy

• Proceed to Experience Petra by Night

• Transfer back to Hotel

• Dinner at the hotel

• Overnight at Petra

Suggested Itinerary- 02



Day 02

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Check out of the hotel

• Enjoy Petra by Day tour 

• Proceed for Wadi Rum 

• Enjoy Desert Safari for 3hrs and Try the local food delicacy called 
“ZARB” for lunch at any of the camps.

• You can involve in any land adventure sport activities at Wadi
Rum.

• Gala dinner at the Camp

• Over night at Wadi Rum



Day 03

• Breakfast at the hotel

• Check out of the hotel

• Transfer to Dead Sea

• En-route Madaba & Mt. Nebo

• Lunch En-route

• Check-in at resort

• Time at leisure

• Dinner at the resort

• Overnight at Dead Sea



Day 04

• Breakfast at the resort

• Enjoy floating experience, Mud Bath, Spa therapies at Dead Sea.

• Check out of the hotel

• Proceed for Amman

• City tour and shopping at Amman

• Transfer to Queen Alia International Airport



Cost Implication

Hotels
Marriott Petra + Wadi Rum Sultan Luxury 

Camp + Marriott Dead Sea Resort

Occupancy Single Double

Ground Handling INR 90,485 INR 79,170

Flights INR 42,000 INR 42,000

Grand Total INR 1,32,485 INR 1,21,170



✓ Accommodation in well-appointed rooms for 03 Nights 
and 04 Days on Double/Single occupancy.

✓ Meals:

▪ 04 Lunches + 03 Dinner + 01 Gala Dinner 

✓ Gala Dinner Inclusions:

▪ 2 Veg + 2 Non Veg starters for 2 hours

▪ Free flow of alcohol for 2 hours<Black Label, 
whiskey, Absolut Vodka, Bacardi Rum, local beer, 
soft drinks>

✓ Transfers and Sightseeing in an AC coach on sharing 
basis

✓ English-speaking professional guide for all tours and 
transfers

✓ Travel insurance (age upto 59 years)

✓ Visa <Minimum 7 working days require for processing>

✓ 2 X 500 ml Mineral Water per Person per Day in Coach

✓ 02 Trip Navigator Representative throughout the trip

GST as Applicable

Anything that is not mentioned in the Inclusion 
Section

Any kind of event set up at the Conference apart from 
mentioned in the inclusions

Any alcohol/beverages other than those mentioned in 
the Inclusion section

Early check in and late checkout will be at additional 
cost 

Any Tips and gratitude

Portage service 

Any extra meal apart from the mentioned in the 
inclusions

Any kind of private transfers/ VIP transfers 

Inclusions Exclusions



• Visa Fee will be waived off for all nationalities coming through Tour Operator on the condition that the traveler spends 
a minimum of two consecutive nights in Jordan

Visa Requirement



شكرا لكم!
THANK YOU!


